
MotoSpotBW FQAs 

Is there a way to provide feedback about the website? 

Feedback and suggestions are welcome from users to enable us to continuously improve our 
website. In the event that you discover something wrong with the site please also let us know. 

We are committed to reading all feedback we get from our users and we appreciate the effort. 

Do I need to register to search for cars? 

No, it’s absolutely free! There is no need to register to search for a vehicle. However, to 
provide services like asking our experts a question, placing a listing, or adding vehicles to 

your Shortlist we need to know who you are. We don't share any of your details with third 
parties.  

What are Car listings? 

Listings are the vehicles advertised for sale on the MotoSpotBW website. 

What internet browser works best? 

MotoSpotBW website has been tested in all major browsers for optimal performance. 
Nevertheless, please ensure you keep your browser updated for the best performance.  

Is it necessary to provide all the details about my car?  

MotoSpotBW encourages you to fill in all the fields as it is in your best interest to be as 

detailed and transparent as possible.This will give our dealer network an accurate description 
of your car which will increase the dealer's interest and probability of a match. 

Why do I need to upload images of my car?  

Our dealer network requires images of your car in order to assess its condition. Please note 
that the purchase is not guaranteed as this is subject to view by the dealer.  

What if my car is still financed?  

It is not an issue if your car is still financed. You need to specify that it is still financed when 

uploading your car so that the interested dealers are aware of this. This will help them to 
structure the best offer/deal for you should they decide to purchase your car. 
 

How do dealers determine what price I should get for my 

car?  



Local dealers are expected to look at industry standards of pricing for cars and use that as a 
base. Depending on the condition, mileage and extras of your car it may be bring the price 

down or push it up a little. It also depends on the finance settlement required on your car 
should it still be financed. 

Advertising on MotoSpotBW 

How do I advertise on MotoSpotBW? 

It’s easy, got www. motospotbw.com and click on the ADVERTISE  icon. There will be a 
tool where your information including the specs of the car you are selling. Users may also 

advertise vehicles in our Bikes, Leisure and Commercial vehicle categories. 

 


